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Dear Guest(s),
We would like to welcome you and your family
to Indian Point Camp in the beautiful Sunset
Country!
We are pleased to have you vacation with us!
Indian Point Camp is a special place for you
to restore vitality, rejuvenate and relax with
family & friends. From the moment you arrive,
to the time you say goodbye.
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Our goal is to ensure you have an enjoyable
and memorable stay here at Indian Point
Camp.

It is our pleasure to be your host and we look
forward to your friendship for many more
years to come!
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Yours in hospitality from our family to yours,

Nigel & Jennalea

Kids: Rowan, Shaelea, & Ila

New!

Goon
Saloon
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• NEW 16.7’ 2022 Lund Rebel XL Boat with
a NEW 50HP Mercury Tiller motor

New Boats!

• Fully equipped with live well, on board charging, comfy
pedestal seats, flat floors, flat cashing deck, composite
flooring, auto bilge, and rod storage
• NEW 55LB Power Drive Minn Kota Trolling Motor with
I Pilot and Spot Lock Features
• NEW Helix 7 GPS Depth and fish finder with Navionics
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BRAGGING BOARD

Want some friendly in-camp competition?
Check out the bragging board located by the fish house and main docks.

Record your biggest catch of the day.
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It is our goal to make your stay with us as enjoyable and comfortable as we
can. We take pride in offering you a great experience during your stay.
Please review the following new details for your comfort and enjoyment.
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WIFI

Smoking

Each cabin is connected to FREE
WIFI. Please connect to the IPC Guest
Network, we have boosters around
camp for your convenience.
WIFI password is: IPCGUEST (all upper
case)

All cabins are SMOKE FREE as per
the Smoke Free Ontario’s Act. Should
anyone smoke in the cabins during
your stay, a cleaning fee of $300.00 will
be applied to your account.

Missing Something?

Each cabin has been equipped with a
fully serviced to code extinguishers,
located by your exiting point.

We have attempted to equip your
cabin with all the necessities you may
need during your stay. Should you find
that you are missing a required item or
have run out of something please feel
free to ask one of the staff. We will be
happy to track it down for you.
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Cabins

We encourage you to enjoy your cabin
as if it were your own home and trust
that you will treat it that way. Please
do not remove furniture or dishes
from your cabin to another. All items
are required to remain in your cabin
during your stay. Each cabin has been
equipped with everything that you
may need, however, if there are special
items you need just let us know and
we will do our best to accommodate
you. For those who would like to slow
cook while gone fishing, a slow cooker
is available for your use. Stoves and
ovens should not be used while away
from cabin for an extended period of
time.

Grills / BBQ’s
These are provided for your use free of
charge for the week. Please remember
to turn the gas supply valve off after
use and leave area clean for the next
group.
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Fire Extinguishers

Smoke Detectors

Each cabin has been equipped with fire
detectors. Please leave them in service
for your own protection.

Housekeeping Services & Policies
We offer light house keeping duties
during your stay, staff will be around
Monday’s & Wednesdays to clean
the bathrooms, sweep, mop, refresh
towels, remove garbage, etc. If you
need anything in between days, please
notify a staff member and we will
assist you as needed.
We appreciate having a nice clean
environment, both indoors and
outdoors. As a guest of a light
housekeeping resort, the following is a
guide for all guests to follow to ensure
a standard of acceptable cleanliness:
• Wash & dry all dishes and put
them back in their proper drawer
or cupboard
• Pick up unnecessary trash on floor
• Make sure stove and oven looks
acceptable
• Pick up any trash lying on ground
outside your cabin, i.e. bottle caps,
cigarette butts, candy wrappers,
etc.
• Turn off lights

In an effort to keep our costs down,
which enables us to continue to keep
your vacation more affordable, and
in helping with the environment, we
would appreciate your diligence on
matters that conserve energy such as
turning off lights when not needed.

Beer Bottles & Beer Cans
Please put your beer bottles back in
their original box as well as your beer
cans. This will help the cleaning staff
considerably at the end of your stay.

Cigarette Butts

We sell bait and tackle in the store
on-site.
Small & Medium Minnows , Large
Minnows, Leeches, Worms

Store Items
A variety of items are available in the
office/store for purchase including a
wide variety of local farm meats great
for the grill, Freezies, Snack Foods,
Drinks, Candy, Chocolate, Gum, Bait,
Tackle, Ice, Wabigoon Chain of Lakes
Clothing Line, Hats, Maps, Incidentals
& much more.
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Please do not throw your cigarette
butts on the grounds. We have
placed containers around the camp
and at each cabin for you to dispose
of your cigarette butts.
SLOW

Bait & Tackle

Safety

Please drive slowly coming in to camp
being sure to watch closely for children
& wildlife.

Quiet Time

We politely request that all guests
keep the noise level down after
10:00 pm for the benefit of all guests.

Campfires

Fires are only allowed in fire pits. We
will inform you of any fire restrictions
during such times that no fires are
allowed. Outdoor fire wood can be
purchased at the main office.

Laundry
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We have a laundry facility for the use
of the guests (additional fees apply)
This can be added on to your bill at the
end of your trip.

Check-out

Check out time is 8:00 am on Saturday
mornings. If you will need a later check
out time, requests should be made in
advance.

Gratuity

If you found your cabin clean and in
good order, and if you feel the staff did
their best to make your trip enjoyable,
please show them your gratitude.

Fish House & Cleaning
Have your fish cleaned and de-boned
(additional fees apply) let us know
if you would like this service. If you
would like to clean your own fish,
please do not clean them at your cabin
but use the fish cleaning house that is
equipped for this purpose.
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WABIGOON LAKE - Fishing Regulations
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Wabigoon Lake Regulations

Zone 5 (Non-Resident) per person

S = Sport Fishing License

C = Conservation Fishing License

Walleye - S = 2 Daily Limit - 1 under 18.1” and 1 over 22.8”
Walleye - S = 4 in Possession - 3 under 18.1” and 1 over 22.8”
Walleye - C = 2 Daily Limit - 1 under 18.1” and 1 over 22.8”
Walleye - C = 2 in Possession - 1 under 18.1” and 1 over 22.8”
Northern - S = 4 in Possession under 29.5”
Northern - C = 2 in Possession under 29.5”

Muskie - S = 1 over 54” - Season opens the 3rd Saturday
			
in June each year
Muskie - C = None
Bass - S = 2 in Possession under 13.8” before July 1st
Bass - C = 1 in Possession under 13.8” before July 1st
Bass - S = 4 in Possession - No size limit after July 1st
Bass - C = 2 in Possession - No size limit after July 1st
Perch - S = 50 in Possession - No size limit
Perch - C = 25 in Possession - No size limit
Crappie - S = 15 in Possession - No size limit
Crappie - C = 10 in Possession - No size limit
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WALLEYE
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The warmer water also means our Walleyes grow faster and bigger than
Walleyes in other Lakes. Wabigoon is an easy lake to fish. There are endless
bays, islands, rocky points and sunken weed beds, which are all hot spots for
Walleye. With such easy to recognize structure, it’s a lot of fun exploring the
lake and finding new Walleye holes.
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Northern Pike
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NORTHERN PIKE
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Are one of the most common fish in Northwestern Ontario. They are found in
almost every lake and they are easy to catch because they attack everything that
moves. Wabigoon Lake is no exception. Even with our high Muskie population,
Northern Pike still flourish and are one of the dominant fish species in the lake.
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MUSKIE
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Wabigoon Lake is one of the hottest Muskie lakes in Ontario and maybe in all
of North America. Not only are great numbers of Muskie found in the lake, the
Muskie get big. Some people call Muskie the fish of 10,000 casts. You will never
hear that quote around here.
Muskie’s are out in open water, along the shore, in bays, and off rocky points.
Generally the best place to catch them is along the weed beds as they wait for
unsuspecting feeder fish to venture out of cover. The biggest reason why there
are so many Muskie is the presence of Cabbage Weed, which is their favourite
ambush cover, and the abundance of food. Wabigoon Lake is stuffed with Perch,
Walleye, Smallmouth Bass, Pike and other feeder fish. It’s an endless banquet.
With all this food combined with the warmer than usual water, Muskie grow fast
and grow big. Big water also means big fish. Wabigoon Lake and the adjoining
lakes gives you over 50,000 acres of prime Muskie habitat. The secret to Muskie
fishing is to have patience.
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SMALLMOUTH BASS

Smallmouth Bass are the hardest fighting
fish pound-for-pound. They are also well
known for jumping in the air. If they are
so common in Ontario, why fish for them
on Wabigoon Lake? The fact is that big
water and the right habitat produces
big fish. In Wabigoon Lake, some of the
biggest Smallmouth Bass in Ontario have
been caught and released. Wabigoon
Lake has over 50,000 acres of prime
Smallmouth habitat. Its shores are lined
with rocky points and good spawning
streams. The interior of the lake is
dotted with hundreds of rocky islands
and shoals. All these rocks produce an
abundance of their favourite food, which
is crayfish. There are also massive schools
of minnows in the lake and good weed
cover around the rocks. All this food
produces great sizes as well as great
numbers.
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CRAPPIE
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Crappie have been making their way north in Ontario for a number of years.
Even though they are a foreign species, the MNR does not consider them
an invasive species because they do not harm the environment or effect the
reproduction of other game fish. Crappie have been in Wabigoon Lake for years
now and the population has not only grown substantially, the rich fertile waters
of Wabigoon have allowed the Crappie to get big. Our guests are amazed at the
size of our Crappie and they are getting bigger every year.

PERCH

Wabigoon Lake is a very
unique lake for Northern
Ontario. It’s not deep and
cold like most northern
lakes. It’s fairly shallow
with countless weedbeds and structure. As
a result, Perch flourish
in huge numbers with
many reaching the size of
Jumbo Perch.
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“Many people
go fishing all of their lives,
without knowing that
it is not fish they are after.”
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Hi, my name is Simon, I moved to Northwest Ontario 12 years
ago to start and raise a family away from city life. I love the
outdoors and in particular fishing, I was born with an innate
love for fishing and my earliest memory of me indulging
my passion was somewhere in the Italian Alps at age 3 and
always enjoyed fishing wherever in the world my parents took
us, whether in the ocean, rivers or lakes. I am now blessed
with my own family who also enjoy the great Northwest
Ontario outdoors and family time is usually spent adventuring
as my son Jack calls it.
I live a stones throw from Indian Point Camp and began
working there as a guide in 2018. I enjoy nothing more than
helping my guests fill the boat with fish and always work hard
to achieve that goal, but I also hope my love of what this
pristine wilderness has to offer inspires my guests to feel the
same calm I do when I immerse myself in the beauty of it all.
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WHITETAIL DEER Hunting
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Dryden’s reputation for Whitetail Deer hunting has been growing for
years. Our area is now considered the top deer-hunting destination
in Canada and the focal point for deer hunters that truly wish to
harvest a Whitetail Buck of trophy calibre.
The vast wilderness between Dryden and Ignace is the northeastern section of
the Whitetail Triangle and the most productive. Indian Point Camp is located
right in the middle of it.
Thick mature pine forest, light-cover softwood bushlands and open grasslands
along with hundreds of lakes and streams have created the perfect habitat for
Whitetails to proliferate in great numbers and get big. Our area
has a reputation for Bucks with massive racks. One aspect of
our bucks that sometimes gets unnoticed is that our bucks
have massive bodies with thick necks and big heads.
As outfitters, our business is dependent on knowing where
the deer are, where they have been and where they are
going in order to give our hunting guests the best chance
at harvesting a Whitetail Buck of their dreams.
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Bear
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BEAR Hunting
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Ontario has been overrun by Black Bears. In the last ten years,
Black Bear numbers have doubled or even tripled in some areas.
Some say it’s from a combination of milder winters, absence of
spring hunting and better-managed forestry. To bear hunters,
all that matters is there are more bears and a greater availability of really big
Trophy Black Bears, which is the main factor in the success of your hunt. Our
town “Dryden” was named after all the bear dens in the area. Traveling to the
Dryden area in the fall to prepare for hibernation is an ancient migration, which
the bears cannot resist.

FIN and FEATHER Hunting

The cool crispness of the fall air will
transform the landscape into hues of reds,
oranges and yellows; it’s time to clean up
the shot gun, it’s hunting time! Cool water
brings the fish in shallow, and the cool air
summons the Grouse to feed heavily in
preparation of winter. We have endless
networks of trails and roads that are prime
grounds to attract the prize bird of the North
the Ruffed Grouse. Also abundant and great
table fare are Spruce Grouse, and on a rare
occasion you might even get a bead on the
flighty Sharp Tail Grouse.
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NEW RV PARK
Indian Point Camp’s RV Park
features 16 premium lake view and
semi lake view private spacious
Sites Approx. 35 feet wide x 70 feet
long, each site is surrounded and
separated by trees to allow campers
privacy. The RV park features a nice
lake view walking trail from one end
of the RV Park to the main office/
store.
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Site Amenities:
• 30 AMP electrical hook up
• Potable (Drinking) Well Water
• Outdoor fire ring
• Outdoor outhouse facilities
• On-site sewage pumping service
for Seasonal RV
(additional fee for non-seasonal)
• Free WiFi
Daily, Monthly and Seasonal Sites.
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indianpointcamp.com

Mail:
Indian Point Camp
P.O. Box 681
Dryden, ON P8N2Z3
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Located at:
439 Parker Point Road
Dryden, ON
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Hosts:
Jennalea Landry & Nigel Daniels
Kids: Rowan, Shaelea & Ila

Phone: 1-807-323-3839

E-mail: indianpointcamp@gmail.com
Follow Us on Social Media:

Please leave us a review:

